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Today e-commerce is redefining the buying pattern of consumers. Its impact is evidently felt in the 
hospitality industry too. Online hotel booking is growing in significance, especially with a bulk of it being 
driven by online travel agents. However, while hotels are ensuring occupancy through third party 
distribution, a recent industry report states that customer acquisition costs in the hotel industry are on 
average 15% to 25% of total revenue, more than four times the 3% to 6% seen in airlines and the 4% to 
6% in car rentals.  
  
As a hotelier, how can you address this challenge?  

We suggest you transform your own hotel website into a powerful online channel, to drive direct 
bookings and ensure repeat business. Brand.com site can significantly lower your customer acquisition 
cost as well as improve you guest relationship management. Powered with an advanced guest-centric 
booking technology, a hotel website can let you interact with your guests personally, understand their 
preferences and create custom packages and rates, build loyalty through promo-codes, and provide 
opportunity to select multiple services in a single transaction – thereby enhancing guest experience right 
from the first touch point.  

Let’s review the steps a customer would take to book your hotel and how you could capitalise on each 
of these steps to drive direct bookings.  

Search for a hotel online  

The foremost thing a hotelier needs to concentrate on is to ensure the brand.com website is 
discoverable on the internet. This means marketing your website online becomes of utmost importance. 
Run effective SEO and PPC campaigns as well as engage with customers through social media platforms 
to optimise your online presence.  

Browse through the website  

Once a visitor lands on your brand.com website, ensure that the content presented is both appealing 
and engaging. The first concern should be that the website is displayed correctly across all devices – be it 
a computer, a tablet or a smartphone. Next, you should focus on answering the question – what is 
unique about your property so that customers choose to stay with you? This is the first touch point from 
where a guest begins to perceive your brand experience.  

Adopt a strong visual and content strategy. If studies are to be believed, property images become a 
strong influencer of booking decisions. This, coupled with a unique story about your property, can build 
an exclusive brand proposition for your hotel. Give necessary information such as facilities provided, 

 



location of your hotel, proximity to railway station or airport, nearby local tourist attractions to help 
your customers make an informed choice.  

Taking the decision to book a stay  

This is the final step before a visitor turns into your customer. Booking decisions are not easily taken. A 
visitor needs enough corroboration of the fact that your hotel is the best choice for his/her stay. 
Leverage positive feedback from previous guests to influence the booking decision of a visitor to your 
website. Avail a good online reputation management tool to track positive reviews about your hotel 
posted across social media and review sites. Then integrate these reviews with your website at the point 
of decision making, thereby boosting the trust of the visitor in your hotel and its services.  

You can also seek to influence the booking decision through real-time promo codes that acts as 
incentives to visitors who are still undecided. You should also have the ability to identify guests who 
have stayed at the property before and provide them details of their previous bookings. This helps in 
making a quick booking decision and results in more conversions.  

Making a reservation  

The experience a customer gets from your hotel website will help form his opinion about the service at 
your property. Hence it is absolutely imperative that customers have a seamless booking experience 
from your hotel’s website. Which means a lot depends on your online booking engine.  

Adopt an advanced internet booking engine that can seamlessly integrate with your hotel’s property 
management system to auto update rates and inventory to your website so that your brand.com site is 
always prepared to take in bookings or stop selling depending on your availability. This reduces chances 
of error as well as overbooking scenarios. It will be great for your business if guests can choose multiple 
room types and services and purchase them through a single transaction. Real-time two-way 
connectivity also ensures that bookings flow back directly to the hotels’ PMS and a booking confirmation 
receipt is delivered to the customer instantly.  

You should also display packages real-time on your website providing more choice to the guest. These 
packages can be linked to specific landing pages providing more information to the guest to simplify the 
room selection and booking process.  

Driving repeat business  

While you ensure a high-level of customer service when the guest is in your hotel, you should also focus 
on staying in touch with the guest once he has left the property. Enrol the customer on to your loyalty 
program. And stay connected with him through email programs that communicate the benefits of the 
loyalty program. These can be special promotional offers, discounts on anniversary or birthday, 
complementary packages, and other such privileges. Such campaigns can be easily monitored and 
executed through an efficient campaign management system.  
  



Monitor performance real-time  

Just like how you would monitor channel performance for online travel agents, you should also track the 
performance of your brand.com site. Integration with Google Analytics is a must to give you a clear 
picture of traffic to the website, source, user behaviour, top performing geographies, key word/search 
analysis and top performing landing pages. Heat maps for your website show which sections of your site 
are attracting more attention so that you can form your content display strategy based on it. Apart from 
that you also need real-time analytics to track your business performance in terms of occupancy, length 
of stay, best yielding promotions and more to help you forecast and strategize effectively for the future.  

 


